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INTRODUCTION
This document explores the diverse capabilities offered by
GenBox, spanning environment generation, task automation,
coding support, project management, and script
summarization. With these features, GenBox endeavors to
optimize and elevate the game development journey,
empowering developers to focus their efforts on creativity
and innovation.



Conventional game
development methodologies
are often encumbered by
laborious and iterative tasks,
such as crafting environments,
writing code, managing
projects, and summarizing
scripts. 

PROBLEM

GenBox addresses these
impediments by furnishing AI-
infused solutions that
automate and optimize these
processes, thereby
empowering developers to
work with greater efficiency
and efficacy.

GENBOX’S SOLUTION

ABSTRACT



Environment Crafting using NLP

Coding Aid using NLP

Script Summarization using AI (Gaming)

Automating Mundane Tasks using AI

Project Management using NLP

UTILITIES



Environment Crafting using NLP

Sophisticated NLP Algorithms: GenBox harnesses advanced
Natural Language Processing (NLP) algorithms, enabling it to
interpret and analyze textual descriptions provided by
developers.

Detailed and Dynamic Environments: GenBox's generated
environments are rich in detail and dynamics, offering
developers a wide array of elements to incorporate into their
games, ranging from intricate terrain features to diverse
character interactions.

Empowering Developers: GenBox empowers developers by
allowing them to focus their efforts on refining gameplay
mechanics and narrative arcs, knowing that the platform
efficiently handles the creation of immersive environments.

Enhanced Creativity and Innovation: With the burden of
environment creation lifted, developers can devote more time
and energy to unleashing their creativity and innovation,
leading to the development of more engaging and captivating
games.

Immersive Environment Fabrication: Through its NLP
capabilities, GenBox autonomously generates immersive game
environments by translating textual descriptions into detailed
and dynamic landscapes, characters, objects, and interactive
elements.

Accelerated Game Development: By expediting the
environment generation process, GenBox significantly reduces
the time required for developers to create immersive game
worlds, thereby accelerating the overall game development
timeline.



Automating Mundane Tasks using AI

Efficient Workflow: GenBox automates asset creation, level
design, and bug resolution, streamlining game development
processes and saving time.

Faster Development: By automating repetitive tasks, GenBox
reduces development timelines, allowing developers to focus
on innovation.

Encouraging Innovation: GenBox frees developers to explore
new ideas and mechanics, fostering innovation in game design.

Quality Assurance: By automating bug resolution, GenBox
ensures that developers can refine gameplay and deliver high-
quality experiences.

Machine Learning Optimization: GenBox learns from past
patterns, optimizing development processes for faster and
more efficient outcomes.

Boosted Productivity: With GenBox handling routine tasks,
developers can dedicate more time to creative pursuits,
resulting in polished games.



Coding Aid using NLP

Intelligent Coding Support: GenBox provides developers with
intelligent coding assistance powered by advanced NLP
technology.

Comprehensive Functionality: GenBox assists developers in
composing, debugging, and refactoring code quickly and
efficiently, covering various stages of the development process.

Augmented Code Quality: GenBox enhances code quality and
minimizes errors by providing pertinent suggestions and
corrections, ensuring that developers produce cleaner and
more efficient code.

Accessibility for All Skill Levels: This feature benefits
developers with rudimentary programming skills by expediting
the coding process and providing assistance tailored to their
level of expertise.

Natural Language Interaction: Developers can interact with
GenBox using natural language commands, making coding
tasks more intuitive and accessible.

Contextual Understanding: By discerning the developer's
intent and context, GenBox offers relevant suggestions, syntax
corrections, and code snippets tailored to specific coding
scenarios.



Project Management using NLP

Complexity Simplification: Game development often
involves complex projects with numerous tasks and team
members. GenBox simplifies this complexity by offering
intuitive project management solutions.

Natural Language Interaction: Developers can interact with
GenBox using natural language queries, allowing for
seamless communication and task management. This
intuitive interface enhances accessibility and user
experience.

Task Delegation and Collaboration: GenBox facilitates task
delegation and collaboration among team members.
Developers can assign tasks, share updates, and coordinate
efforts effortlessly, fostering teamwork and productivity.

Transparency and Efficiency: By providing a streamlined
approach to project management, GenBox enhances
transparency, coordination, and overall efficiency. This
enables teams to deliver high-quality games on time and
within budget.

NLP-Powered Tools: GenBox utilizes advanced NLP-based
tools to categorize, prioritize, and monitor various aspects
of game development projects. These tools automate
tedious tasks and streamline project organization.

Real-Time Project Monitoring: With GenBox, developers can
monitor project status, deadlines, and resource allocation in
real-time. This ensures that teams stay informed and aligned
with project goals.



Script Summarization using AI (Gaming)

Complex Script Simplification: GenBox automates
summarization of intricate game scripts, efficiently distilling
key plot points and character interactions.

Efficiency and Time-Saving: By automating the summarization
process, GenBox saves developers time and effort compared to
manual methods.

Swift Understanding: GenBox enables quick comprehension of
the narrative essence, accelerating game development.

Enhanced Creativity: With script summarization handled,
developers can focus on creative aspects like refining
gameplay and crafting immersive experiences.

Tailored AI Algorithms: GenBox employs specialized AI
algorithms for gaming contexts, ensuring accurate
summarization of storyline elements.

Insightful Decision-Making: Developers gain valuable insights
into narrative structure and themes, aiding informed decisions
in game design and storytelling.



INNOVATION
IS THE NAME OF THE

GAME



GenBox drives innovation in
educational content by merging

generative AI and VR:

Dynamic Resources: GenBox
generates dynamic educational
materials for engaging learning
experiences.

Immersive Environments: Using
VR, GenBox creates immersive
virtual classrooms for enhanced
learning.

Personalized Learning: GenBox tailors
content to individual learning styles,

fostering personalized education.

Real-time Assessment: GenBox
provides instant feedback,

aiding educators in tracking
student progress.

Global Access: GenBox ensures global
accessibility to quality education, transcending

geographical boundaries.



Immersive Environments: GenBox employs generative AI to
dynamically craft immersive virtual landscapes, structures, and
atmospheric effects, enhancing user presence and immersion within
virtual realms.

Dynamic Object Generation: Leveraging generative AI, GenBox
dynamically generates detailed virtual objects and entities, enriching
virtual environments with flora, fauna, and interactive elements.

Procedural Content Generation: GenBox automates content creation for
VR experiences using generative AI, enabling the creation of diverse
virtual worlds, from terrain and levels to quests and NPC behavior.

Personalized Experiences: GenBox tailors VR experiences to individual
preferences through generative AI-driven algorithms, adjusting
environments, challenges, and narratives to engage users on a
personalized level.

Generative VR & AR
GenBox pioneers the fusion of generative AI and VR, ushering in an era where
immersive experiences seamlessly meld the virtual and reality. By integrating
cutting-edge generative AI algorithms with VR technology, GenBox unlocks
unprecedented potential:



Asset Creation: We automate the creation of game assets such as textures, models, and animations, reducing manual labor and
saving time for developers.

Level Design: Our AI algorithms assist in generating and refining level layouts, terrain features, and environmental elements, speeding up
the level design process.

Bug Resolution: We utilize machine learning to identify and resolve common bugs and glitches in the game code, allowing developers to
focus on more complex issues.

Testing and QA: Our automated testing tools simulate player behavior and interaction scenarios, helping to identify potential issues and
ensure the stability and performance of the game.

Data Analysis: We automate the analysis of player feedback, gameplay metrics, and market trends, providing valuable insights to inform
decision-making and improve game design.

As the GenBox AI team, we specialize in automating various tasks to streamline game
development processes:

Automation



Dynamic Visuals: GenBox crafts visually stunning marketing content
that evolves over time, captivating viewers' attention.

Interactive Experiences: With VR, GenBox creates immersive marketing
experiences for users to explore products and services in virtual
environments.

Personalized Messaging: GenBox delivers tailored marketing messages
in real-time based on user data, enhancing engagement.

Multi-channel Distribution: GenBox optimizes content for distribution
across various platforms, ensuring broad reach and impact.

Data-driven Insights: GenBox provides valuable analytics on consumer
behavior, empowering brands to refine strategies for future campaigns.

Marketing Materials
GenBox redefines marketing materials by blending advanced generative AI
with VR technology, resulting in dynamic content that captivates audiences:



Text-Based Asset Generation: Our NLP algorithms analyze textual descriptions provided by developers to automatically generate game assets
such as character descriptions, item specifications, and dialogue scripts.

Automated Level Design: By parsing textual input describing desired level characteristics and objectives, our NLP models autonomously generate
level layouts, terrain features, and interactive elements, accelerating the level design process.

Bug Detection and Resolution: Through NLP-driven analysis of bug reports and developer feedback, our system identifies common issues and
provides suggestions for resolution, streamlining bug fixing and optimizing game performance.

Player Interaction Simulation: Using NLP-generated scripts and dialogue trees, our system simulates player interactions and responses, facilitating
QA testing and ensuring dynamic and engaging gameplay experiences.

Content Curation and Summarization: Our NLP algorithms curate and summarize vast amounts of content, including research articles, tutorials, and
game lore, providing developers with concise and relevant information to inform their creative decisions.

As the GenBox AI team, we leverage advanced Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques to
automate tasks seamlessly within game development:

AI and NLP



Dynamic Learning Resources: GenBox generates dynamic educational
content, including videos, simulations, and interactive modules, to
engage learners.

Immersive Learning Environments: Leveraging VR, GenBox creates
immersive virtual classrooms and simulations that enhance learning
retention and understanding.

Personalized Learning Paths: GenBox tailors educational content to
individual learning styles and preferences, providing personalized
learning experiences for each student.

Real-time Assessments: GenBox offers real-time assessments and
feedback, allowing educators to track student progress and adapt
teaching strategies accordingly.

Global Accessibility: GenBox makes educational content accessible
globally, breaking down geographical barriers and enabling learners
from diverse backgrounds to access quality education.

Educational Content
GenBox transforms educational content through a blend of generative AI
and VR, revolutionizing learning experiences:



Natural Language
Processing (NLP)

As developers of GenBox, we harness the power of
Natural Language Processing (NLP) to enhance

various aspects of game development:

Coding Assistance

Script Summarization

Automating Mundane TasksEnvironment Crafting

Project Management



GENBOX

Using NLP algorithms, GenBox interprets textual
descriptions from developers to autonomously
generate immersive game environments. By analyzing
language patterns and context, GenBox constructs
detailed landscapes, characters, and interactive
elements, accelerating game development.

ENVIRONMENTAL
CRAFTING



GENBOX

 With NLP-driven automation, GenBox streamlines
repetitive tasks such as asset creation, level design,
and bug resolution. By understanding developer
commands and intents expressed in natural language,
GenBox optimizes workflows and boosts productivity.

AUTOMATING
MUNDANE TASKS



GenBox provides intelligent coding support powered
by NLP technology. Developers can interact with
GenBox using natural language commands to
compose, debug, and refactor code efficiently. By
interpreting developer queries and context, GenBox
offers relevant suggestions and corrections,
expediting the coding process.

CODING
ASSISTANCE



NLP-based tools within GenBox simplify project
management by categorizing, prioritizing, and
monitoring tasks, deadlines, and resources.
Developers can communicate with GenBox using
natural language queries to access project status,
delegate tasks, and collaborate seamlessly with team
members.

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT



GENBOX

GenBox leverages AI algorithms tailored for gaming
contexts to automate script summarization. By
analyzing dialogue, narrative arcs, and storyline
elements, GenBox distills key plot points and
character interactions, aiding developers in designing
compelling narratives efficiently.

SCRIPT
SUMMARIZATION



How Generative
Technology Works

GenBox algorithm works using Natural Language
Processing (NLP) to automate tasks in game

development



Input Parsing: GenBox begins by parsing textual descriptions
provided by developers. These descriptions may include details
about characters, items, environments, or other game
elements.
Semantic Analysis: Using NLP techniques, GenBox analyzes the
semantics of the input text to extract relevant information such
as character traits, item properties, or environmental features.
Generation Process: Based on the extracted information,
GenBox employs generative algorithms to create game assets
such as character models, item textures, or environmental
maps.
Iterative Refinement: The generated assets may undergo
iterative refinement based on developer feedback or additional
input, ensuring they align with the intended vision for the game.

Text-Based
Asset
Generation:



Conceptual Understanding: GenBox interprets textual
descriptions of desired level characteristics, objectives,
and constraints provided by developers.

Procedural Generation: Leveraging NLP-driven procedural
generation techniques, GenBox constructs level layouts,
terrain features, and interactive elements that adhere to
the specified criteria.

Dynamic Adaptation: The generated levels may
dynamically adapt based on contextual factors such as
player progress, difficulty settings, or narrative
progression, ensuring a tailored gameplay experience.

Automated
Level Design:



Input Analysis: GenBox analyzes bug reports, developer
feedback, and game logs using NLP to identify common
patterns, keywords, and contextual cues indicative of
software bugs or glitches.

Pattern Recognition: By applying machine learning
algorithms to the analyzed data, GenBox learns to
recognize common bug patterns and anomalies within the
game code or player interactions.

Diagnosis and Resolution: GenBox provides diagnostic
insights and suggests potential resolutions for identified
issues, enabling developers to address bugs efficiently and
effectively.

Bug Detection
and Resolution:



Dialogue Tree Generation: GenBox generates dialogue
trees and script scenarios based on textual descriptions of
player interactions and narrative sequences.

Dynamic Scripting: Using NLP-driven scripting techniques,
GenBox simulates player responses and behavior within
the game world, incorporating branching paths, dialogue
options, and dynamic events.

Playtesting Integration: The simulated player interactions
can be integrated into playtesting sessions, allowing
developers to assess gameplay flow, narrative coherence,
and player engagement.

Player
Interaction
Simulation:



Information Extraction: GenBox extracts relevant
information from textual sources such as research articles,
tutorials, or game lore using NLP-based information
retrieval techniques.

Summarization: Utilizing NLP-driven summarization
algorithms, GenBox condenses the extracted information
into concise summaries, highlighting key points, insights,
and references.

Contextual Relevance: The generated summaries are
tailored to the specific needs and interests of developers,
providing them with actionable insights and knowledge to
inform their decision-making processes.

Content
Curation and
Summarization:



Reproduce the Issue: 
We meticulously attempt to reproduce reported bugs or issues within our development environment to understand the specific conditions

that trigger them.

Isolate the Cause:
Through thorough analysis of code, assets, and system configurations, we isolate the root cause of the problem to identify the precise

source of the issue.

Debugging Tools:
Leveraging advanced debugging tools integrated into our development environment, we inspect variables, track program flow, and

diagnose errors to pinpoint the exact nature of the problem.

Error Messages and Logs:
We closely examine error messages, warnings, and log outputs generated by GenBox to gain insights into the context and circumstances

surrounding the issue.

As developers of GenBox, our approach to bug fixing and problem-solving is integral to ensuring the smooth and efficient development
of immersive gaming experiences. Here's how we handle bugs and issues within our development process:

Bugfix/Resolving Issues



Testing and Validation: 
We rigorously test potential solutions and fixes in controlled environments to validate their effectiveness and ensure they do not

introduce new issues.

Collaboration and Communication:
We foster collaboration and open communication among our development team to share insights, ideas, and strategies for resolving

issues effectively.

Documentation and Tracking:
We maintain detailed documentation of reported bugs, including their symptoms, root causes, and proposed solutions, within our bug

tracking system to facilitate tracking and resolution.

Iterative Improvement:
We iterate on proposed solutions based on feedback and testing results, refining and optimizing fixes until the problem is fully resolved.

As developers of GenBox, our approach to bug fixing and problem-solving is integral to ensuring the smooth and efficient development
of immersive gaming experiences. Here's how we handle bugs and issues within our development process:

Bugfix/Resolving Issues



Regression Testing:
We conduct thorough regression testing to ensure that bug fixes do not reintroduce previously resolved issues or cause unintended

consequences.

Release and Monitoring:
Once a bug fix is implemented and validated, we incorporate it into the GenBox platform and monitor its performance to ensure the

problem has been successfully addressed.

As developers of GenBox, our approach to bug fixing and problem-solving is integral to ensuring the smooth and efficient development
of immersive gaming experiences. Here's how we handle bugs and issues within our development process:

Bugfix/Resolving Issues



By incorporating GenBox into their workflows within Unreal Engine and Unity, developers can enhance productivity, streamline
development processes, and create more polished and engaging games. This is done by:

Environment Creation: Unreal Engine and Unity developers can
leverage GenBox to swiftly generate immersive game environments. By
providing textual descriptions or parameters, developers can use
GenBox to create landscapes, structures, and other elements within
their game worlds.

Task Automation: GenBox streamlines routine tasks for Unreal Engine
and Unity developers. Whether it's asset creation, level design, or bug
fixing, GenBox's automation capabilities help developers save time and
focus on more creative aspects of game development.

Code Assistance: GenBox provides intelligent coding assistance for
Unreal Engine and Unity developers. With features like auto-
completion, syntax highlighting, and error detection, GenBox aids
developers in writing cleaner, more efficient code.

Project Organization: GenBox offers project management tools
tailored for Unreal Engine and Unity projects. Developers can use
GenBox to organize tasks, track progress, and collaborate with team
members seamlessly, ensuring projects stay on schedule and within
scope.

Script Summarization: GenBox automates script summarization for
Unreal Engine and Unity developers. By analyzing game scripts,
GenBox extracts key plot points, character interactions, and
significant events, enabling developers to quickly grasp the essence
of the narrative and refine their game design accordingly.

Integrating
Unity & UE5



By incorporating GenBox into their workflows, social and content creators can enhance productivity, creativity, and audience
engagement, ultimately leading to more successful content campaigns.

Content Generation: Social and content creators can use GenBox to
generate a variety of content, including articles, videos, and social
media posts. By providing input prompts or keywords, GenBox can
create engaging content tailored to the creator's audience.

Automated Tasks: GenBox streamlines repetitive tasks such as image
editing, video rendering, and caption writing. This saves time and
allows creators to focus on more creative aspects of content creation.

Writing Assistance: GenBox provides writing assistance for social and
content creators. Whether it's brainstorming ideas, drafting outlines, or
refining language, GenBox's AI-powered tools can help improve the
quality and efficiency of content creation.

Content Organization: GenBox offers tools for organizing and
managing content. Creators can use GenBox to categorize, tag, and
archive content, making it easier to find and repurpose in the future. 

Analytics and Insights: GenBox provides analytics and insights to help
creators understand their audience and optimize their content
strategy. By analyzing engagement metrics and trends, GenBox can
suggest ways to improve content performance and reach.

Script Summarization: For creators producing video or podcast
content, GenBox can automate the summarization of scripts. By
analyzing scripts, GenBox extracts key points and highlights, making
it easier for creators to review and refine their content.

Social & Content
Creators



Market Analysis: Conduct comprehensive market
research to identify trends, competitor offerings,
and target demographics.

Technology Assessment: Evaluate existing NLP, AI,
and game development technologies to determine
the feasibility and requirements for GenBox.

Proof of Concept: Develop a small-scale prototype
to demonstrate the core functionalities of GenBox,
such as environment generation and task
automation.

PHASE 1
Core Features Implementation: Develop the
foundational features of GenBox, including
environment crafting, task automation, coding
assistance, and project management.

Integration with Unreal Engine and Unity: Integrate
GenBox with Unreal Engine and Unity game
development frameworks, ensuring compatibility
and seamless interaction.

User Interface Design: Design an intuitive user
interface for GenBox, allowing developers to easily
access and utilize its functionalities.

PHASE 2
Beta Release: Release a beta version of
GenBox to a select group of developers for
testing and feedback.

Feedback Collection: Gather feedback from
beta testers regarding usability, performance,
and feature requests.

Iterative Improvements: Iterate on GenBox
based on user feedback, addressing bugs,
optimizing performance, and adding
requested features.

PHASE 3

Roadmap



Advanced NLP Integration: Enhance GenBox's NLP
capabilities to improve accuracy, understanding,
and responsiveness.

Expanded Functionality: Add additional features
and capabilities to GenBox, such as voice
recognition, sentiment analysis, and content
curation.

Integration with Third-Party Services: Integrate
GenBox with third-party services and APIs to
expand its functionality and interoperability.

PHASE 4
Stable Release: Launch the stable version of
GenBox to the market, making it available to
developers worldwide.

Marketing and Promotion: Implement a
comprehensive marketing and promotion strategy
to raise awareness and drive adoption of GenBox.

User Support and Documentation: Provide user
support resources, documentation, and tutorials to
assist developers in using GenBox effectively.

PHASE 5
Bug Fixes and Maintenance: Continuously
monitor and address any issues or bugs that
arise post-launch, ensuring the stability and
reliability of GenBox.

Feature Updates: Release periodic updates
and new features based on user feedback,
market trends, and technological
advancements.

Community Engagement: Foster a community
around GenBox, facilitating collaboration,
knowledge sharing, and user-generated
content.

PHASE 6

Roadmap



CORE TEAM

George Kent 
CEO

Cho Lee
CTO

Thomas Strong
CMO



Tag # of Tokens
% of Total
Supply

Round
Price

Target
Raise/Valuation
$

% Unlock
TGE

Cliff
(M)

Vesting
Remaining
(M)

Token Amount at
TGE

Average Monthly
% Unlock

Seed 150,000,000 15.00% $0.0016 $240,000.00 5.0% 1 7 7,500,000 13.57%

Public 400,000,000 40.00% $0.0020 $800,000.00 20.0% 1 4 80,000,000 20.00%

KOLs 150,000,000 15.00% $0.0018 $270,000.00 10.0% 1 5 15,000,000 18.00%

Team 60,000,000 6.00% 0.0% 5 10 0 10.00%

Advisor 20,000,000 2.00% 0.0% 5 10 0 10.00%

Liquidity/MM 150,000,000 15.00% 50.0% 0 1 75,000,000 50.00%

Marketing 20,000,000 2.00% 0.0% 0 5 0 20.00%

Staking/Farming 50,000,000 5.00% 0.0% 0 5 0 20.00%

TOKENOMICS
0.00% 10.00% 20.00% 30.00% 40.00%

Seed 15.00%
Public 40.00%

KOLs 15.00%

Team 6.00%

Advisor 2.00%

Liquidity/MM 15.00%

Marketing 2.00%

Staking/Farming 5.00%



Months since IGO 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Monthly unlock dates

Daily unlock dates

Seed 5.0% 0.00% 13.57% 13.57% 13.57% 13.57% 13.57% 13.57% 13.57% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Public 20.0% 0.00% 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

KOLs 10.0% 0.00% 18.00% 18.00% 18.00% 18.00% 18.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Team 0.0% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 10.00%

Advisor 0.0% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 10.00%

Liquidity/MM 50.0% 50.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Marketing 0.0% 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Staking/Farming 0.0% 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 20.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

Overall 17.750%

TOKEN  EMISSIONS (1/2)



Unlock Schedule Tokens 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Monthly unlock dates

Daily unlock dates

Seed 7,500,000 0 20,357,143 20,357,143 20,357,143 20,357,143 20,357,143 20,357,143 20,357,143 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Public 80,000,000 0 80,000,000 80,000,000 80,000,000 80,000,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

KOLs 15,000,000 0 27,000,000 27,000,000 27,000,000 27,000,000 27,000,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Team 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,000,000 6,000,000 6,000,000 6,000,000 6,000,000 6,000,000 6,000,000 6,000,000 6,000,000 6,000,000

Advisor 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,000,000 2,000,000 2,000,000 2,000,000 2,000,000 2,000,000 2,000,000 2,000,000 2,000,000 2,000,000

Liquidity/MM 75,000,000 75,000,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Marketing 0 4,000,000 4,000,000 4,000,000 4,000,000 4,000,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Staking/Farming 0 10,000,000 10,000,000 10,000,000 10,000,000 10,000,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Unlocked 177,500,000 89,000,000 141,357,143 141,357,143 141,357,143
141,357,14
3

55,357,143 28,357,143 28,357,143 8,000,000 8,000,000 8,000,000 8,000,000 8,000,000 8,000,000 8,000,000

Cumulative Unlocked 177,500,000
266,500,00
0

407,857,143 549,214,286 690,571,429
831,928,57
1

887,285,71
4

915,642,85
7

944,000,000
952,000,00
0

960,000,0
00

968,000,00
0

976,000,00
0

984,000,0
00

992,000,00
0

1,000,000,000

Valuation based on TGE
price

$355,000.000
$533,000.0
00

$815,714.286
$1,098,428.57
1

$1,381,142.85
7

$1,663,857.
143

$1,774,571
.429

$1,831,285.
714

$1,888,000.
000

$1,904,000.
000

$1,920,00
0.000

$1,936,000
.000

$1,952,000
.000

$1,968,00
0.000

$1,984,000
.000

$2,000,000.000

Monthly inflation 0% 50.14% 53.04% 34.66% 25.74% 20.47% 6.65% 3.20% 3.10% 0.85% 0.84% 0.83% 0.83% 0.82% 0.81% 0.81%

Total percentage 17.750% 26.650% 40.786% 54.921% 69.057% 83.193% 88.729% 91.564% 94.400% 95.200% 96.000% 96.800% 97.600% 98.400% 99.200% 100.000%

TOKEN  EMISSIONS (2/2)



Telegram:
X:
Discord:
Youtube:
Github:


